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Magnetic susceptibility contrast MRI using local magnetic field gradients or inhomogeneities is 
expected to provide low-resolution quantification of tissue microarchitecture, as magnetic resonance 
(MR) transverse relaxation times (T2 and T2*) are influenced by field inhomogeneity arising from 
susceptibility mismatch of tissues. By aid of ultra-high field MRI scanner, MR transverse relaxation 
times is promising to further increase their sensitivity to detecting subtle structural changes in tissue 
microstructures. However, one of the main technical difficulty of ultra-high field MRI is unwanted 
variations of signal and contrast, or even worse, nullify the MR signal due to increased macroscopic 
static magnetic field inhomogeneities which are prone to misinterpretation and loss of structural 
information. This study focuses on improving the sensitivity and the robustness of ultra-high field 
MRI (particularly for 7 T) from unwanted signal variations due to magnetic field inhomogeneities and 
shortened MR transverse relaxation times. MR transverse relaxation times were investigated for the 
low-resolution assessment of tissue microstructures, such as trabecular bone microstructure and 
cerebral microvasculature. As a result, T2 relaxation time without having an effect of macroscopic 
field inhomogeneities may be suitable for the assessment of trabecular structural indices and robust 
with degrading spatial resolution with reduced scan time at 7 T. For the assessment of cerebral 
microvasculature, the diffusion-time-dependent stimulated-echo-based MR relaxation-rates was 
demonstrated as robust measures for assessing small (diameter < 5 μm) cerebral microvasculature, 
where macroscopic field inhomogeneities from bone (air)-tissue interfaces and influences of large 
vessels in cortical region are significant. Finally, the quantification of MR longitudinal relaxation time 
(T1) was optimized by variable repetition-delay turbo-spin echo method with sparse encoding 
technique. 
 
Keywords: magnetic resonance relaxations, magnetic resonance spatial resolution, trabecular 
structure, vessel size imaging (VSI), stimulated echo (STE), compressed sensing, T1 measurements, 
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) noninvasively provides in vivo imaging method without 
ionizing radiation unlike computed tomography or positron emission tomography. MRI can be 
performed by various acquisition methods called pulse sequences, which provides boundless image 
contrasts for soft tissue as well as calcified tissue. In recent years, MRI has improved dramatically in 
both signal- and contrast-to-noise ratio through ultra-high field (above 7.0 T of the static magnetic 
field B0) MRI scanner. Ultra-high field MRI makes possible sub-millimeter isotropic imaging, which 
is challenging on a conventional high-field (1.0 T to 3.0 T) scanner. In addition, it also provides new 
contrast mechanisms which has been limited due to its insufficient sensitivity at lower fields. 
Magnetic susceptibility (χ) contrast MRI using local B0 field gradients or inhomogeneities (ΔB0) is 
expected to provide low-resolution quantification of tissue microarchitecture, as magnetic resonance 
(MR) transverse relaxation times (T2 and T2*) are influenced by ΔB0 arising from susceptibility 
mismatch of tissues (Δχ). Previous researches demonstrated considerable but changing relationships 
between measured T2 and T2* values with tissue micro-structures. With the recent advance of ultra-
high field MRI, the increasing T2 and T2* contrasts support to enhance their sensitivity to a subtle 
structural changes of tissue microstructures. 
One of the main technical difficulty of ultra-high field MRI is the severe macroscopic ΔB0 near the 
boundary of the tissues with large Δχ. This increased macroscopic ΔB0 of ultra-high field MRI leads 
to unwanted variations of signal and contrast, or even worse, void of signal which are prone to 
misinterpretation and loss of structural information. Reducing voxel size (or increasing spatial 
resolution) is commonly employed to avoid these signal variations by minimizing ΔB0 within the 
imaging voxels. However, increasing required resolution of MRI directly elongates to the total scan 
time which limits feasibility and potential clinical advantages, and causes additional burdens in the 
post-image processing and reproducibility due to motional degradation. Along with the macroscopic 
ΔB0, shortened T2 and T2* values at above 7 T often limits the applicability of fast multi-echo methods 
due to signal distortion and broad point spread function. 
 
1.1 Thesis outline 
 
In Chapter 2, the basic background of MR imaging is briefly introduced for the aspect of signal and 
contrast generations. 
For the first subject of the study (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), magnetic susceptibility contrast was 
investigated for the low-resolution quantification of tissue microstructures, such as trabecular bone 




In the second subject (Chapter 5), the multi-slice mapping of the MR longitudinal relaxation time (T1) 
was optimized by multiple repetition-time turbo-spin-echo method with an assist from compressed-








2.1 Signal generation and spatial encoding 
 
Generally, the MRI signal is normally obtained from the water molecules in the human tissues, 
primarily coming from protons. When a patient located in the MRI scanner, protons precesses along 
with a static main magnetic field (B0), which consequently yield a net magnetic moment or 
magnetization (M0) oriented to B0 direction (longitudinal direction). The precession frequency of the 
protons in a constant B0 is calculated from the Larmor Equation: 
 
𝜔0 = 𝛾𝐵0                                 [2.1] 
 
where ω0 represents the Larmor frequency and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons (42.57 MHz/T).  
After applying a sequence of radiofrequency (RF) pulses with the Larmor frequency, the longitudinal 
magnetization (Mz) is manipulated and produces the MR signal by rotating the magnetization into 
transverse plane, which called RF excitation. This resulting magnetization in the transverse plane (Mxy) 
induces a voltage change in a receiver coil set to the corresponding Larmor frequency. The received 
MR signal is the vector sum of all the RF excited transverse magnetization in the imaging region. 
With a uniform or homogeneous B0 in the tissue of interest, the MR signal has a single sharp peak at 
the Larmor frequency. The spatial information of the magnetization can be encoded by applying 
spatially varying gradient fields (G(r), at the position r) using additional coils which create a spatial 
distribution in the precession frequency of the magnetization:  
 
𝐵(𝑟) = 𝐵0 + 𝐺(𝑟)                             [2.2] 
𝜔(𝑟) = 𝛾𝐵(𝑟) = 𝛾𝐵0 + 𝛾𝐺(𝑟) = 𝜔0 + 𝛾𝐺(𝑟)                [2.3] 
 
and the corresponding spatially encoded transverse magnetization is 
 
𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝜌(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖𝜔(𝑟)𝑡) = 𝜌(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖(𝜔0 + 𝛾𝐺(𝑟))𝑡)        [2.4] 
 
where ρ(r) is the proton density. The phase gain (or accumulation) due to the linear gradient field 
during a time t at the position r is  
 




𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝜌(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑟(t)r)                     [2.6] 
 
  
where the spatial frequency kr(t) is the phase cycles per unit distance along r-direction. For any 








                          [2.7] 
 
The signal from an excitation with a gradient field can be represented as  
 
𝑆(𝑘) = ∫𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑟, 𝑡)𝑑𝑟 =∫𝜌(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑟(𝑡)𝑟) 𝑑𝑟             [2.8] 
 
The spatial information of the proton density can be evaluated by utilizing the Fourier transform for 
this spatially encoded MR signal in the k-domain (k-space). 
 
𝜌(𝑟) = ∫𝑆(𝑘) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑟(𝑡)𝑟) 𝑑𝑘                    [2.9] 
 
The point spread function of the MR signal affected by B0 inhomogeneities and the proton 
interactions with their environment which modulate the precession frequency. 
 
2.2 Longitudinal and transverse relaxation times 
 
After RF excitation (at time t = 0), the magnetization tends to return to their equilibrium distribution 
(the thermal-equilibrium state) by interaction and processes with the local environment. The 
longitudinal magnetization (MZ) returns toward equilibrium (to its maximum value) with a 
characteristic time constant T1. 
 
𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀0 (1 − exp (−
𝑡
𝑇1
)) +𝑀𝑧(0) exp (−
𝑡
𝑇1
)             [2.10] 
 
The mechanisms of T1 relaxation are related with the fluctuation of local B0 at the Larmor frequency 
as a result of the molecular rotation and translation via dipole-dipole interactions. The T1 relaxation 
rate relates to the mobility, coupling, and macromolecular binding of the molecules. 









)                      [2.11] 
 
The T2 relaxation caused by random dipole-dipole interactions with neighboring spins which change 
local magnetic field and disperse the precession frequency. This causes dephasing and eventually Mxy 
decays back to zero (when losing phase coherence completely). T2* relaxation includes both the T2 










′                                [2.12] 
 
The time constants of these MR relaxations are used in MRI as a origin of contrast. 
 
2.3 Magnetic susceptibility 
 
The magnetic susceptibility χ, a dimensionless constant, indicates how easily a sample becomes 
magnetized in reaction to the applied B0 field. The effective local magnetic field led by a magnetic 
susceptibility is characterized as following: 
 
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (1 + χ)𝐵0                           [2.13] 
 
The bulk susceptibility of tissue is diamagnetic (χ < 0), whereas the nuclear susceptibility of a proton 
is paramagnetic (χ > 0). The magnetic susceptibility induced local B0 shift give image contrasts and 







3. The robust assessment of trabecular bone structural index using T2 




Measuring the resistance to fracture of a bone via bone mineral density from dual-energy x-ray 
absorptiometry has been employed clinically to evaluate the overall bone strength [1-3]. However, 
multiple previous findings show that trabecular micro-structural indices, such as trabecular spacing 
(Tb.Sp), trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), and bone volume fraction (BVF), 
also takes an important role to decide an entire strength of a bone, diagnose bone fracture risks, and 
monitor a treatment response [4-6]. However, resolving 3D micro-architectural information of a 
trabecular bone via high-resolution micro-CT imaging may be restricted by elevated radiation doses 
because, normally, the thickness of a human trabeculae is in the range from 100 to 150 mm together 
with complicated microscopic structural variations [7,8].  
The micro-MRI for spatial resolution under 250 mm2 with slice-thickness of approximately 1.5 mm 
ensures quantifications of trabecular micro-structures within 15-minute without radiation exposure [9]. 
However, unwanted patients motion during lengthy scan duration and the necessary SNR may hinder 
the application of a micro-MRI largely due to the both required subsequent image processing and 
fidelity [10]. Moreover, the accuracy for the evaluation of micro-structural indices rapidly decreases 
with worsening the MR acquisition resolution, as reported in the previous studies [11-13].  
It is widely known that the MR transverse relaxation times (T2 and T2*) are largely contributed by a 
tissue micro-architecture. Thus, measurement of T2 and T2* can be utilize for the low-resolution 
quantification of trabecular micro-structural indices, as MR transverse relaxation are largely affected 
by local B0 inhomogeneities rooted in mismatch of the magnetic susceptibilities between of trabecular 
bones and nearby marrows [14-21]. Thus, the results of previous studies state considerable, but 
vacillating correlations (primarily for T2*) with certain tissue microstructural parameters [22-27]. For 
this reason, the advisory representations are required to directly link absolute T2* relaxation times with 
the micro-structural index because the results may depend on the MR experimental parameters, such 
as the imaging voxel size [18,28,29]. 
With a recent advance in increasing magnetic field strength of MRI, the enhanced MR transverse 
relaxations are expected to further sensitive to the subtle changes in a trabecular micro-structure. Thus, 
MR relaxometry may promote the low-resolution estimations of a bone strength. Previous research 
demonstrated the reachability of measuring short T2* values of trabeculae (< 10 ms) by employing 




have been studied at various static B0 strengths [27]. However, to maintain a meaningful correlation 
with trabecular microstructural indices, the T2* relaxation values required to be stable especially with 
a low acquisition resolution because the MR acquisition resolution largely contributes to the T2* 
relaxation based on the static dephasing. On the contrary, the diffusing protons located in the strong 
magnetic field gradients near surface of trabecular bone are mainly responsible for the T2 relaxation. 
Therefore, even for the same condition, the MR acquisition resolution may result in different effects 
on the transverse relaxations between spin-echo and gradient-echo methods. However, the influence 
of MR imaging voxel size on T2 and T2* relaxations have not been studied in a systematic way, 
especially for trabecular bone at the high static field strength of 7 T, while acquiring MR transverse 
relaxation times of trabeculae at low-acquisition resolutions may take the direct advantage of 
shortened total scan duration against high-resolution micro-MRI [30].  
First, the dependency of MR imaging voxel sizes on the both T2 and T2* relaxations were explored 
through a Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations for molecular diffusion under local B0 inhomogeneities 
from trabecular bones and bone marrows [31]. Second, MR transverse relaxations were systemically 
compared with reference trabecular micro-architectural parameters from micro-CT images, which 
considered as a gold standard method, by means of ex vivo defatted human trabecular experiments 
with degrading MR acquisition resolutions on a preclinical 7 T scanner. Third, the consistency of MR 
transverse relaxation times for bone marrow containing bovine knee trabecular samples (n = 4) were 




MC simulations for the MR transverse relaxations of trabeculae 
MC proton diffusion simulations were conducted to demonstrate the influences of the MR imaging 
voxel size to the transverse relaxations with a trabecular bone from a micro-CT image. The MC 
simulation was computed on the MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, R2016b environment) with 
reference to the finite perturber method [32] and as employed for the previous studies [33,34]. The 
variations in the local magnetic field (ΔB) from the magnetic susceptibility difference between 
trabecular bone and nearby marrow was evaluated by computing the convolution of each B0 shift 
occurred from the finite perturbers in trabeculae. The magnetic susceptibilities for the bone marrow 
(water) and trabeculae were used at −12.96 ppm and −38.40 ppm, respectively (CGS unit, estimated 
from the magnetic susceptibility of calcium carbonate) [35]. The anatomies for the simulation 
volumes were determined with forty bone images (992 × 992 × 992 mm3) from 3D micro-CT images 
of defatted samples (Figure 3.1A). The volumes were rescaled to the isotropic voxel size at 1 mm3 by 




volumes were computed from the finite perturber method. Moreover, in order to minimize periodic 
boundary effects caused by using the Fourier transform convolution, the center regions of computed 
ΔB maps (500 × 500 × 500 mm3 for each simulation volume) were employed for the further 
processes (Figure 3.1C and 3.1D). The unit grid size and the unit time (Δt) for the simulation were 1 
mm3 and 10 ms, respectively. At the beginning, 125,000,000 (500 × 500 × 500) diffusion protons 
were evenly spread over the simulation volume (1 proton per each grid). Protons located in the bone 
region were discarded in order to prevent the MR signal from the bone region. MC method was 
applied together with a periodic boundary at the edges of the simulation volume. The diffusion length 
for each simulation step was set to √2DΔt, where D denotes the diffusion coefficient of free water of 
2300 mm2s-1. The accumulated phase of the diffusing protons over diffusion duration was computed. 
Accordingly, by taking the mean phase factor for the total protons in the voxel of interest, the MR 
signal of the trabecular bone sample was evaluated at multiple voxel sizes of 125, 250, and 500 mm3 
which corresponding to the resolutions for the ex vivo experiments.  
 
  
Figure 3.1 The illustration for the steps to calculate B0 shift from bone. Trabecular bone images from 
a micro-CT acquisition were divided into 40 sub-volumes (A) and rescaled according to the 
simulation unit grid (B). Calculated ΔB0 from the finite perturber method (C). In order to minimize 
the unwanted values from the fast Fourier transform convolution, the outer volume of the resulting 
ΔB0 was removed (D). 
 
The MR signal for UTE and multi-slice multi-echo (MSME) methods were computed using most of 




parameters were slightly modified as follows: TEs of the UTE were 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 ms, 
and TE for the MSME was ranging from 4 to 40 ms with evenly displaced echo-spacing of 4 ms. 
Corresponding MR signals for the imaging volume sizes of 125, 250, and 500 mm3 were calculated. 
Voxel-wise T2 and T2* values for each volume were evaluated from the following mono-exponential 
decay equation: 
 
𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑆0 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝⁡(−𝑇𝐸/(𝑇2
∗⁡𝑜𝑟⁡𝑇2))                      [3.1] 
A nonlinear least-squares-fitting script on the MATLAB environment was used for the T2 and T2* 
calculation.  
 
Table 3.1 The MR acquisition parameters for ex vivo experiments. Defatted human trabecular and 
bovine knee experiments for measuring MR transverse relaxation times were performed on a 
preclinical and a clinical 7 T systems, respectively. 
 
 
Defatted human trabecular bone experiment 
This study was approved by the Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology institutional 
review board in agreement with the guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration. Four human trabeculae 
were sampled from the distal femoral condyle during knee joint replacement operation. The trabecular 
samples were cut into 1 × 1 × 1 cm3 size. The marrow was eliminated by using a Soxhlet apparatus 
with a mixed solvent (110 ℃) of chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v) for 24 hours [36]. Each defatted 
trabecular specimen was move into a 10% solution of an enzyme-active powdered detergent with 
distilled water and washed alternately with ultrasonication for 10 hours. For the MRI and micro-CT 
experiments, each cubic trabecular was soaked in a water chamber filled with distilled water, degassed, 
and takes place into a syringe with distilled water. High-resolution anatomical images from micro-CT 
and UTE-MRI acquisitions were utilized to examine air bubbles in the samples. 
T2 and T2* values (3D MSME and 3D UTE pulse sequences, respectively) for the bone-marrow 
removed specimens were evaluated with multiple imaging voxel sizes of 125, 250, and 500 mm3. The 




(Billerica, MA). The MRI experimental parameters of the ex vivo experiments are described in Table 
3.1.  
3D high-resolution micro-CT experiment were conducted to obtain the reference trabecular 
structural information on a Bruker SkyScan 1176 system. The trabecular samples were placed on the 
bed and fixed to avoid mechanical vibration during the scan. Micro-CT imaging were conducted as 
follows: exposure time of 100 ms, source voltage of 90 kV, source current of 259 µA, isotropic 
acquisitio006E resolution of 35 mm3, 0.11 mm thick copper filter, 360 ° rotation scanning (rotation 
step of 0.7 °), and three frame average. A NRecon image reconstruction software (Bruker) was 
utilized with a beam hardening correction of 98 % and ring artifact correction of 6.  
Binary bone regions from the UTE and the micro-CT were extracted by performing the image 
segmentation [37], and corresponding micro-CT images were matched to the MRI images by using a 
3D rigid body registration. The micro-structural parameters from the micro-CT and the UTE images 
were calculated with a 3D sphere fitting method [38,39] in BoneJ software [40].  
The voxel based T2 and T2* values for the defatted trabecular specimens were calculated using the Eq. 
3.1. For minimizing the difference in the intrinsic T2 values of the solutions (can be changed by the 
temperature and shimming), each T2 and T2* value of the samples was rescaled by compensating the 






⁡               [3.2] 
 
Before calculating the correlations, sub-regional mean values of each parameter map were 
evaluated. To be specific, trabecular bone included regions (9.375 × 9.375 × 9.375 mm3) of each 
specimen were sectioned and separated into 27 (3 × 3 × 3) sub-volumes. The number of the sub-
volumes for each parameter map was 108 (27 × 4 bone samples with a volume of 3.125 × 3.125 × 
3.125 mm3). The rationale for the sub-regional analysis has been demonstrated in the previous studies 
[41-43]. The results of the study verified that the local changes in trabecular micro-structure can be 
exist even for healthy subjects [44]. Thus, sub-regional approach with 3 mm3 volume was employed, 
which approximately six-times the lowest MR resolution together with an enough dynamic value 
range of each parameter map. The sub-regional mean value of each parameter map was utilized for 
the further analysis. Accordingly, the correlation coefficients for each MR trabecular parameter map 
were calculated with respect to the reference micro-CT trabecular structural index maps at the 
multiple MRI voxel sizes.  
 
Ex vivo bovine bone experiment  
Bovine knee articular cartilages (n = 4) were purchased at a local butcher. Each bovine bone was 




Germany), and ex vivo experiments for the bovine bones were conducted on a Philips Achieva 7 T 
MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH, USA). 3D MR transverse relaxation times were 
mapped for multi-echo gradient-echo (MEGE) and MSME methods (T2* and T2 relaxation times, 
respectively) at the voxel sizes of 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.5, 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.75, 0.8 × 0.8 × 1, and 1 × 1 × 1.25 
mm3. The 3D high-resolution (0.2 × 0.2 × 0.25 mm3) turbo-spin-echo (TSE) image was obtained to 
evaluate trabecular micro-architectural indices. To minimize the image aliasing along slice-direction, 
phase encoding along the Z-direction was oversampled by 150% for each MRI acquisition. The 
detailed acquisition parameters for the ex vivo bovine bone experiment are shown in Table 3.1. MR 
transverse relaxation values were calculated by Eq. 3.1. Corresponding structural indices were 
evaluated for the high-resolution TSE acquisition. Sub-regional analysis was applied with each sub-





The dependency of MR transverse relaxations on both TE and spatial resolution is described in 
Figure 3.2. At the TE of 0 ms, spins were evenly distributed in the water or bone marrow region with 
no accumulated phases, and the spin density with zero value in the top row is the trabecular bone area. 
The phase of diffusing protons was accumulated with increasing TE as a result of ΔB0 and diffusion 
(second row of Figure 3.2A and Figure 3.2B). This dephasing of the spins within the voxels decreases 
the corresponding MRI signal because the MRI signal is obtained by averaging the total phases in the 
voxel of interest. Thus, MR T2 and T2* relaxation time from gradient- and spin-echoes, respectively, 
can be acquired by monitoring the MR signal decaying along with the TE. The signal decaying for the 
gradient-echo based UTE acquisition observed faster at larger the imaging voxel size, which explains 





Figure 3.2 Simulated MRI phases and signal intensities for UTE and MSME acquisitions at multiple 
imaging voxel sizes. The accumulated phases and corresponding TE images at various sizes of image 
voxels for UTE (A) and MSME (B) acquisition along with TEs.  
 
Figure 3.3A and 3.3B compare the distribution of simulated and experimentally acquired T2 and T2* 
values at various sizes of MR imaging voxels. The ratio of T2 /T2* was an order of 102 for both 
simulation and experiment. The T2 and T2* values for the simulation were normalized to the 
experimental values for the direct comparison of the distribution. The dynamic range for T2* 
distribution was reduced as degraded the spatial resolution for both the simulation and experiment. 
Contrary, the dynamic range of the T2 distribution for both simulation and experiment were free to the 





Figure 3.3 Histograms of the simulated (A) and experimentally acquired (B) T2 and T2* relaxation 
times. 
 
Ex vivo defatted human trabecular experiment 
Representative binary bone images for UTE and micro-CT methods were illustrated in Figure 3.4A. 
Each high-resolution micro-CT bone image was matched to the rescaled UTE bone image by 
employing a rigid-body registration (Figure 3.4B). Figure 3.4C presents the volume rendered 
trabecular bone images after the registration process.  
 
Figure 3.4 Image registration for MRI and micro-CT trabecular bone images. (A) Up-scaled UTE-
MRI, and micro-CT images (35 µm3), and corresponding segmented bone images. (B) Segmented 




after the image registration. 
 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the sub-regional analysis procedures to compare the MRI transverse relaxation 
time and trabecular parameters with respect to the micro-CT trabecular structural indices.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Conceptual illustrations of sub-regional analysis for the correlations between MRI (A) and 
micro-CT (B). Regional mean value for each subregion (volume of 3.125 mm3) were utilized for the 
correlations of MRI and micro-CT trabecular indices. 
 
The sub-regional mean values of each trabecular bone parameter were utilized to evaluate the 
correlations of MRI and micro-CT. The correlations for the UTE and the MSME methods were 
calculated with respect to the reference micro-CT trabecular structural indices at various imaging 
resolutions. Consistent correlations were obtained for both UTE ( rTb.Sp = 0.802
∗∗∗ , rTb.N =
0.666∗∗∗, rTb.Th = 0.534
∗, and rBVF = 0.779
∗∗∗) and MSME (rTb.Sp = 0.704
∗∗∗, rTb.N = 0.583
∗∗∗, 
rTb.Th = 0.234
∗, and rBVF = 0.493
∗∗∗) for the high-resolution of 125 µm3. For both UTE and 
MSME, the correlations quickly degraded with increasing the size of imaging voxel. This is primarily 
because of the larger MRI voxel size than the typical trabecular thickness of 100 to 200 µm, which 
results in the inappropriate bone region segmentation. The highest correlation for the MRI structural 






Figure 3.6 Correlation analysis of Tb.Sp from MRI and micro-CT acquisitions with four defatted 
human trabecular bone specimens. Tb.Sp calculated from UTE (A) and MSME (B) were shown at 
multiple acquisition resolutions of 120, 250, and 500 mm3. In the scatter plots, the sub-regional mean 
value for each specimen was color-coded. 
 
Figure 3.7 presents the resulting correlations for T2 and T2* with respect to micro-CT Tb.Sp. 
Significant correlations of both T2 and T2* values were observed with regard to micro-CT Tb.Sp and 
Tb.N at high-resolution of 125 mm3 ( rTb.Sp⁡and⁡T2∗ ⁡ = 0.841
∗∗∗ , rTb.N⁡and⁡T2∗ = −0.789
∗∗∗ , 
rTb.Sp⁡and⁡T2 = 0.878
∗∗∗, and rTb.N⁡and⁡T2 = −0.878
∗∗∗). The correlation between T2* and Tb.Sp was 
steadily degraded as increasing MR acquisition resolution (Figure 3.7A), while the correlation for T2 






Figure 3.7 Correlation analysis of Tb.Sp between MRI T2 and T2* values for four defatted trabecular 
bone samples. The correlation between reference micro-CT Tb.Sp with T2* (A) and T2 (B) relaxation 
times for the MRI resolutions of 120, 250, and 500 mm3. In the scatter plots, the sub-regional mean 
value for each specimen was color-coded. 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the relation between the MR acquisition resolution with the correlation coefficients 
for the defatted trabecular experiments. For the MRI Tb.Sp and Tb.N at the high-resolution of 125 
mm3, structural parameters from the UTE provided stronger correlation coefficient with respect to 
micro-CT than MSME probably due to a reduced TE for UTE. Although the correlations were weak 
for the Tb.Th and BVF, UTE was also superior to MSME. The correlations of structural indices for 
both from UTE and MSME acquisitions degraded significantly at acquisition voxel size over 250 
mm3, which is in accordance with the MC simulation results and previously reported study [11].  
Both T2 and T2* relaxation times were significantly related to the reference micro-CT Tb.Sp and 
Tb.N at a high-resolution of 125 mm3. As increasing MRI voxel size, the correlation coefficients for 
MR transverse relaxation times with reference to micro-CT Tb.Sp and Tb.N were kept solely with T2 
relaxation time, while those for T2* dropped dramatically with decreasing absolute T2* values and 





Figure 3.8 MR sensitivities and resolution dependency to trabecular structural indices. The 
correlations for MRI trabecular structural indices and relaxation times were evaluated with respect to 
reference micro-CT trabecular structural indices, such as Tb.Sp, Tb.N, Tb.Th, and BVF. 
 
Ex vivo bovine trabecular bone experiment 
Sub-regional analysis for the MR T2 and T2* values was conducted with high-resolution TSE Tb.Sp 
(which showed the highest correlation among the trabecular structural indices). The regional mean 
values of each sub-region were utilized for the correlation analysis. Figure 3.9 presents the results of 
bone marrow included ex vivo bovine trabecular experiments at multiple acquisition resolutions. The 
high-resolution TSE image and associated Tb.Sp map are presented in the first row of Figure 3.9A. 
The right parts of Figure 3.9A illustrates MR resolution dependency on MR transverse relaxation 
times. The T2* relaxation times are shortened as degrading acquisition resolutions, while the T2 
relaxation times maintains consistent values. The scatter plots for the resolution varying T2 and T2* 
values regarding the values from high-resolution results are shown in Figure 3.9B. As the MR 
resolution decreased, the significant reduction of the dynamic range of the T2* was observed. As a 
result, the correlations for T2* was degraded. On the other hand, the dynamic range of T2 relaxation 
times remained stable even with decreasing the imaging voxel size up to low-resolution of 1 × 1 × 
1.25 mm3. Figure 3.9C observes the correlation coefficients between trabecular structural index of 
Tb.Sp with MR T2 and T2* values in the view of MR acquitision resolutions. The decreasing T2* 
values resulting from degrading the MR resolution also weakened its correlation, while the T2 values 
held strong correlation (r > 0.82, p-value < 0.001) with reference to Tb.Sp even at the low-resolutions 






Figure 3.9 Correlation analysis for ex vivo bovine trabecular including marrow. (A) Anatomical 
trabecular image from TSE, associated Tb.Sp, and T2, and T2* maps for multiple acquisition 
resolutions. (B) The resolution dependency of T2 and T2* values. (C) Correlation coefficients of T2 and 
T2* values with respect to TSE Tb.Sp. 
 
The results for the bovine trabecular experiments (n = 4) is summarized in Figure 3.10 by means of 
scatter plots from multiple MR acquisition resolutions in reference with those from the MR resolution 
of 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.5 mm3. The T2* values decreased apparently with degrading MR acquisition 
resolutions. Figure 3.10B presents the correlations for T2 and T2* relaxations in reference with the 
TSE-derived Tb.Sp for various MR resolutions. The correlations for T2* gradually degraded with 




with the results for the defatted human trabeculae experiment. However, T2 values at multiple MR 
resolutions kept strong correlations with high-resolution Tb.Sp. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 The resolution dependency of MR relaxation times from the ex vivo experiments for 
bone marrow included bovine trabeculae (n = 4) (A). Correlation coefficients for resolution-varying 




For the bone marrow removed human trabeculae experiment, the T2 and T2* values provided stable 
and consistent correlations for micro-CT Tb.Sp with the MR resolution of 125 mm3. The correlation 
coefficients for the T2* value with respect to the micro-CT trabecular structural indices degraded for 
the low acquisition resolutions. This is likely because of decreasing the dynamic value range of the 
T2* relaxation time. Therefore, in order to prevent the unwanted shortening of T2* values and 
corresponding dynamic ranges at the low spatial resolution, high-resolution MRI with long scan times 
may be still required at 7 T, which loss advantages of the reduction in scan-time against micro-MRI. 
However, T2 relaxation times, which is often considered to be unresponsive to trabecular structural 
indices at clinical field strengths [15], guaranteed significant correlations with trabecular micro-
structural indices at 7 T. This is presumably because of increasing magnetic susceptibility contrast at 




transverse relaxation times showed consistent behaviors with the corresponding MC simulation results. 
Accordingly, the results for the bovine trabeculae including marrow also provided a practical 
extension of low-resolution MR T2 relaxometry for scan-time limited clinical application.  
The resolution independent robustness of MR T2 relaxation time can be interpreted as follows. The 
phase accumulation for a spin-echo acquisition (resulting in a T2 relaxation) mostly presents near 
bone-marrow interfaces. On the other hand, the phase accumulation for a gradient-echo acquisition 
arises over a much broader region, even apart from the trabeculae. As presented in the second rows of 
Figure 3.2, the accumulated phases for the spin- and gradient-echo methods with increasing TEs 
support these expectations. Therefore, when the MR acquisition resolutions for gradient-echo method 
is sufficiently high, the reduced phase deviation inside the imaging voxel guarantees long T2* values 
and corresponding dynamic range with enough correlations to represent trabecular micro-structural 
information [28]. In the same manner, with degraded MR resolution of UTE acquisition, the T2* value 
is dramatically decreased, even apart from the surface. This is might because of significant dephasing 
of the diffusion protons in the bone marrows. However, T2 relaxations are occurred particularly in the 
vicinity of the trabecular surface due to the short diffusion length (~ 8 mm) in the presence of 
magnetic field shifts. Therefore, MR T2 relaxation time effectively maintains the micro-structural 
information regardless of a degraded acquisition resolution. The results for the bovine trabeculae 
experiments including bone marrow were consistently agreed with those of defatted human trabecular 
experiments. The correlations of T2* with respect to trabecular structural indices degraded as 
decreasing MR acquisition resolutions, while the reducing correlations were slower than that from the 
defatted trabecular experiments. The slow T2* relaxation of the bovine trabecular samples is mostly 
due to the restricted molecular diffusion length in the presence of adipose tissues in a marrow tissue. 
The T2 relaxation times against MR resolution maintained absolute values and dynamic ranges (r > 
0.95 for the resolution of 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.5 mm3 in 11 minutes) along with strong correlations especially 
for the Tb.Sp (r > 0.7 in reference to high-resolution TSE Tb.Sp within 22.5 minutes). Considering the 
reduced scan time of T2 acquisition was 2 minutes with covering a large FOV of 60 × 68 × 12.5 mm3, 
low-resolution T2 measurements might be beneficial to detect subtle changes of trabecular micro-
architectures, when high-resolution (< 250 mm2) anatomical micro-MRI is challenging along with 
enhanced SNR and further reduction in scan time.  
The limitations of this study are described as follows. First, the MC simulation results for the 
behaviors of the MR relaxation times were analyzed without considering an adipose tissue distribution 
in a bone marrow. The effects of an adipose tissue in the bone marrow, such as reduced molecular 
diffusion length and the restricted water molecules in a high-gradient region, is crucial and under 
investigation [21,45,46]. Although T2 and T2* values from bovine trabeculae experiments including 
bone marrow showed comparable observations both with defatted human trabecular experiments and 




tissues may strengthen the robustness of the future study for the clinic. Second, even though the 
trabecular micro-structural indices Tb.Sp represents overall bone strength, mechanical tests and their 
correlations with the T2 relaxation time should be examined in the future study. Third, no experiment 
data for the standard clinical field strength of 1.5 T and 3 T are introduced in this study. Therefore, the 
direct comparisons at 3 T may support in establishing the concrete benefits of low-resolution T2 
mappings over T2* measurement because T2* relaxation times are prone to the resolution at 3 T as well, 
which puzzle the utilizing T2* as a surrogate of trabecular micro-architectures.  
As a conclusion, ex vivo T2 relaxation time ensured consistent correlations for trabecular micro-
architectural index, such as Tb.Sp, whereas T2* values and micro-MRI-derived trabecular structural 
indices were susceptible to decreasing MR acquisition resolution at 7 T. Enhanced T2 relaxations at 
high magnetic field of 7 T may be utilized as a bone quality index together with dramatically 
minimized acquisition duration. This may be beneficial for the deep anatomic regions, such as hip and 
spine, where micro-MRI is challenging in clinics due to the insufficient SNR, large FOV, and 





4. Robust MRI size assessment of cerebral microvasculature using 




Measurements of the changes in magnetic resonance (MR) transverse relaxation rates induced by the 
injection of an intravascular contrast agent (ΔR2 and ΔR2* from the spin-echo (SE) and gradient-echo 
(GRE) methods, respectively) enable the morphological quantification of cerebral microvasculature, 
such as blood volume fraction (BVf), mean vessel diameter (mVD), and vessel size index (VSI) [47–
49]. The lower bound for vessel diameter quantification is largely determined by the diffusion length 
during encoding, magnetic susceptibility difference (Δχ) between vessels and tissues, and magnetic 
field strength (B0) [47,50]. The large Δχ values of intravascular superparamagnetic iron oxide 
nanoparticles (SPION) and shortened echo time (TE) under strong magnetic fields (> 7 T) satisfies the 
static dephasing regime without losing overall sensitivity for measuring MR relaxation rates [47]. 
Therefore, MR sensitivity and robustness for quantifying changes in small vessel radius can be 
enhanced. However, both increased magnetic field strength and Δχ worsen the effects of macroscopic 
field inhomogeneity and large vessel influences based on GRE acquisitions, which critically limits the 
robustness of conventional MRI measurements of vessel sizes for small cerebral microvasculature 
[33,51,52]. Additionally, the division of relaxation rate maps from separate GRE and SE acquisitions 
typically needs further adjustments from the inherently different Δχ-dependence and the necessary co-
registration of the two acquisitions. These issues are all significantly amplified under strong magnetic 
fields (> 7 T) for small rodent brains, which limits the robust quantification of cerebral vasculatures, 
especially in the vicinity of the olfactory bulb (OB) and cortex.  
As a result, there is a growing need to develop an optimal MR method to enhance conventional GRE 
acquisition to obtain regionally robust ΔR2* values for relatively small cerebral vasculatures [33,52]. 
Stimulated-echo (STE; π/2-TE/2-π/2-TD-π/2-TE/2) imaging acquisition can monitor diffusive decay 
in the presence of inhomogeneous magnetic fields with well-defined diffusion times (TDs) for 
longitudinal magnetization. This method has been used to measure the pore sizes and surface-to-
volume ratios of porous materials, such as trabecular bones, by measuring signal decay during TD 
[53,54]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have applied the STE method to 
quantify the sizes of cerebral vasculature in vivo. 
Susceptibility induced magnetic field variation exists over the length-scale of vasculatures. At long 




the magnetic fields at their initial and final positions, implying that the STE signal will directly reflect 
the ΔR2* contrast of the corresponding free induction decay (FID) [53]. Because the corresponding 
diffusion length is still shorter than the length over which the unwanted fields change, these unwanted 
fields are refocused. However, at small TDs, the contrast of STE acquisition resembles that of SE 
acquisition and the STE signal will produce ΔR2 contrast. Consequently, with dual STE acquisitions at 
short and long TDs for a fixed TE, separate ΔR2 and ΔR2* contrasts can be obtained without the 
confounding factors of GRE-induced image artifacts, such as air-tissue-interface-induced distortions 
and size overestimation caused by adjacent larger vessels. In addition, the same STE acquisition with 
only different TD removes the need of image registration and minimizes Δχ-dependence between 
gradient and spin echo images. 
In this study, we investigated the feasibility of employing the STE imaging method to 
simultaneously reduce the effects of macroscopic field inhomogeneity from air-tissue interfaces and 
vessel size overestimation to achieve regionally robust quantification of mean vessel diameter for 
rodent brains. First, STE-derived mVD was compared to the values acquired from conventional GRE 
and SE methods based on Monte-Carlo (MC) proton diffusion simulations in the presence of the 
susceptibility-induced magnetic field inhomogeneities of randomized cylindrical objects. Second, in 
vivo estimation of mVD based on STE for both short (10 ms) and long (600 ms) TD acquisitions for 
the white matter (WM), cortex, and OB of the brain were directly compared to the results of the 
conventional GRE and SE methods based on a 7 T system. All results were compared to reference 
knife-edge scanning microscope (KESM) [55] vasculature data with a 1-µm3 resolution, which is 
considered to be the gold standard for mVD measurement, to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of 




ΔR2, ΔR2*, and ΔRSTE simulations 
MC simulations were performed to compute changes in MR transverse relaxation-rates (ΔR2, ΔR2*, 
and ΔRSTE for SE, GRE, and STE, respectively) based on previously described procedures at a B0 of 7 
T [33]. The finite perturber method [32] was employed to calculate the B0 shift of randomly 
distributed cylindrical models (0.4 × 0.4 × 0.4 mm3) with various radii (each random cylinder model 
consisted with a single vessel radius; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 20, and 30 μm) at BVfs (2, 4, 6, and 
8 %) and a Δχ of 0.3 ppm (CGS unit) [56]. Identical calculations were performed at Δχ s (0.24, 0.36, 




unit time (Δt) was 1 ms. Initially, 64,000,000 (400 × 400 × 400) protons were uniformly distributed 
inside the simulation volume (1 proton per unit voxel). The protons in the blood vessel region were 
removed to ignore the signal contributions of blood itself. The MC approach was employed with a 
periodic boundary condition for proton diffusion and a diffusion length of √2D∆t (D is a diffusion 
coefficient equal to 1000 µm2s−1) without vessel permeability for proton diffusion. To be specific, 
with each increment of Δt, the location of each proton is changed by N(0, 2DΔt) (independent normal 
random variates) with mean μ = 0, and standard deviation σ = √2D ∙ ∆t  from (x, y, z) to 
(x+N(0,2DΔt), y+N(0,2DΔt), z+N(0,2DΔt)) (D is a diffusion coefficient equal to 1,000 µm2s−1). The 
phase accumulation of each proton during the TE was calculated and the MR signal was determined 
by averaging the accumulated phases of all diffused protons. The phase accumulation of an nth proton 
during the time t, ϕn(t), was calculated as follows. 




,                    [4.1] 
where γ = proton gyromagnetic ratio (267.5×106 rad/T), pn(t) = position of nth proton at time t, ΔB(p) 
= magnetic field shift at position p. The MR signal was determined by averaging the accumulated 




∑ e𝑖𝜙𝑛(𝑡)Nn=1                          [4.2) 
GRE, SE, and STE acquisitions were simulated with a TE of 10 ms. The TDs for STE were set to 10, 
300, 600, 900, and 1200 ms. During the TD for STE acquisition (π/2-TE/2-π/2-TD-π/2-TE/2), the 
protons were diffused over a diffusion length of √2D ∙ TD without phase accumulation because spins 
were aligned along the longitudinal direction during the TD. The phase coherence of STE acquisition 
(between dephasing during the first TE/2 and rephasing during the second TE/2) is modulated by 
adjusting the TD, which gradually lose coherence as the TD increases [53]. The changes in transverse 
relaxation rates were calculated using the following equation: 
∆R2, ∆R2






),                         [4.3] 
where Spre (equal to one for MC simulation) and Spost are the signal intensity before and after 
administration of the contrast agent, respectively. The simulated mVRGRE and VSI from the GRE and 




















The corresponding mVRSTE from the STE method (ΔRSTE, TD=300ms~1200ms/ΔRSTE, TD=10ms) at four 




                     [4.6] 
Such mVRMRIs (mVRGRE and mVRSTE) and VSI values were obtained for various BVFs (2, 4, 6, and 
8%) at fixed Δχ of 0.3 ppm. They were also obtained for various Δχs (0.24, 0.36, and 0.48 ppm) at a 
fixed BVF of 4% and TD of 600 ms. Then each mVRMRI and VSI values were compared to the radii 
of randomly distributed cylindrical models. Each calculation was repeated ten times (n = 10) with 
randomized cylindrical models to obtain each standard deviation.  
 
In vivo rat experiment 
Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the 
Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology. All experiments were performed under 
anesthesia (5% isoflurane for induction and 2% for maintenance in 70% ambient air/30% oxygen). 
Body temperature was maintained by a circulating warm water tube positioned around the torso. To 
minimize the signal contribution from external encoding gradients during the TE, a STE sequence 
with a phase-cycling scheme was implemented on a Bruker 7 T scanner (ParaVision 6.0) [57]. The 
ΔR2*, ΔR2, ΔRSTE,TD=600ms, and ΔRSTE,TD=10ms values of healthy Wistar rats (n = 5) were measured using 
SE, STE, and multi-echo GRE acquisitions with the following parameters: pulse repetition time (TR) 
= 5000 ms, TE = 10 ms, number of scans = 4, acquisition resolution = 0.234 × 0.234 × 1 mm3, 
number of slices = 3 (slice gap of 5 mm to cover the cortex, WM, and OB), and contrast agent dose = 
360 μmol iron/kg using SPION. The TE for multi-echo GRE acquisition ranged from 2 to 46 ms (echo 
spacing of 4 ms) and the TE image at 10 ms was used for further analysis. ΔR2*, ΔR2, and 
ΔRSTE,TD=600ms were calculated using Eq. 4.3 and the MRI mVD (mVDMRI) and VSI were evaluated 
based on Eq. 4.4−4.6. 
To determine the in vivo mVDMRI using STE, ΔRSTE,TD=10ms was replaced with ΔR2 to reduce the total 
scan time because ΔR2 and ΔRSTE,TD=10ms provide consistent information, as discussed in the results 
section. The value of experimental Δχ was evaluated by measuring high-resolution steady-state ΔR2* 




) with 2.9% blood volume fraction [56]. The value of 







Figure 4.1 Representative 3-directional ADC values (mm2s−1) of a healthy Wistar rat. 
 
 
Mouse cerebral microvasculature 
To provide quantitative reference for MR measure of vessel sizes, three-dimensional mouse brain 
microvascular data was obtained from the KESM brain atlas (kesm.cs.tamu.edu/home/index.php). It 
should be noted that only reference mouse KESM data was available and calibrated (or normalized) 
comparisons were made between the rat MRI-derived vessel sizes and mouse KESM results. Because 
the ratio between the vessel radii of mouse cortex and corpus callosum regions was observed to be 
consistent with the corresponding ratio of rat brains (0.86 for KESM mouse brain vasculature and 
0.85 for reported rat brain data [58]).The microvasculature was stained using an India-ink perfusion 
method and imaging was performed using KESM with an in-plane resolution of 0.6 × 0.7 μm2 and a 
depth of 1 μm [59,60]. Raw microvascular data in scalable vector graphics file format were 
downloaded for a slice range of 1000–7500 (corresponding to a 6.5-mm-thick volume) and the 
microvasculature was converted into the portable network graphics file format. The vascular region 
was segmented via image thresholding. Next, the microvasculature was divided into 0.5-mm-thick 
volumes (500 slices per volume) and each volume was resized to an isotropic resolution of 1.0 × 1.0 × 
1.0 μm3. Three volumes corresponding to image slices from in vivo rat experiments were selected and 
voxel-based mVD based on KESM vasculature (mVDKESM) was calculated using a 3D sphere-fitting 
method [38,39] in the BoneJ software package [40]. mVDKESM values less than or equal to two were 
excluded from further analysis because the minimum mVDKESM value from the 3D sphere-fitting 
method was two based on a unit voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 μm3.  
 
Comparison between mVDKESM and mVDMRI 
To compare KESM and MR images (using SE images prior to injection), three brain regions, namely 
the corpus callosum and associated subcortical WM, neocortex (NC), and OB, were manually 




Each regional mVDSTE was multiplied by a scaling factor (
mean(mVDKESM,WM)
mean(mVDSTE,WM)
) to obtain calibrated 
mVDSTE. The calibration of mVDSTE are based upon the simulation results that that mVDKESM and 
mVDSTE are semi-linear in this radius range.  Correspondingly, regional mVDGRE and VSIGRE were 
evaluated and compared with mVDKESM.  
Next to minimize vessel size variations in different animals, in vivo mVDMRI values (ΔR2* / ΔR2 and 




×mean(mVDKESM,WM) ). VSI values were also 
accordingly normalized. Then, the mVDKESM and normalized mVDMRI values for the WM, NC, and 
OB regions were compared by means of a normalized frequency histogram, cumulative function, and 





Representative MC simulation results for randomly distributed cylindrical models are depicted in 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The randomness of the cylinder orientation decreases as the cylinder radius 
increases, which most likely causes the increases of standard deviation at larger radius. The phase 
accumulations of STETD=10ms largely occur in the near-surface region with a randomly spread pattern, 
similar to those of SE. The phase accumulations of STETD=1200ms show comparable behavior to those 
of GRE around the cylinder region, which is likely a result of the long diffusion length of √2D ∙ TD 
≈ 50 μm in the simulations. The degree of phase accumulation of the STETD=1200ms simulation tends to 






Figure 4.2 MC proton diffusion simulation of the changes in MR relaxation rates caused by an 
intravascular contrast agent at 7 T. The phase accumulations of GRE, SE, and STE acquisitions were 
computed to those of randomly distributed cylindrical models. Representative images of randomly 
distributed cylindrical models and computed phase accumulations of each acquisition.  
 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the computed changes in relaxation rates and corresponding mVDMRI values. 
ΔR2* and ΔRSTE,TD=1200ms are proportional to the BVf changes and remain relatively constant compared 
to ΔR2 as the cylinder radius increases. The standard deviation of ΔR2* (Figure 4.3A-1) increases as 
the cylinder radius and BVf increase, while ΔRSTE,TD=1200ms (Figure 4.3B-1) appears to remain stable. 
ΔRSTE,TD=1200ms gradually decreases for large cylinder radii over 10 μm at a rate slightly higher than 
that of the corresponding ΔR2* value. ΔR2 and ΔRSTE,TD=10ms exhibit an inverse relationship with 
cylinder radius. ΔRSTE,TD=10ms is slightly larger than ΔR2 due to the TD of 10 ms in the simulation. The 







mVDSTE (Figure 4.3B-2, ΔRSTE,TD=600,1200ms / ΔRSTE,TD=10ms) values were observed to be proportional to 
the cylinder radius with minimized contributions from blood volume. Specifically, for small cylinder 
radii below 10 μm, mVDSTE was observed to show smaller standard deviations compared to mVDGRE, 
regardless of different blood volumes. However, for cylinder radii larger than 10 μm, mVDSTE was 
more consistent, but appeared to underestimate vessel diameters as blood volume increased. The 




to be proportional to the cylinder radius at various Δχ values (0.24,0.36, and 0.48 ppm) at fixed blood 
volume fraction (4%). Specifically, mVDSTE values were observed to exhibit minimized contributions 
from Δχ variations. Furthermore, the adjustment of mVDSTE values by √Δχ
4
 (instead of √Δχ
2
 for 
conventional VSI) was observed to further compensate Δχ -dependence of TD-varying STE 
acquisitions up to radius of 10 μm in estimating vessel sizes (Figure 4.3B-3). 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Changes in MR relaxation rates (ΔR2*(TE = 10ms), ΔR2 (TE = 10ms), and ΔRSTE (TE = 
10ms, TD=1200ms and 10ms) for GRE, SE, and STE methods, respectively (A-1 and B-1).  
Conventional MRI mVDGRE and VSI were shown (A-2). Suggested mVDSTE values of different long 
TD values (ΔRSTE,TD=1200ms / ΔRSTE,TD=10ms and ΔRSTE,TD=600ms / ΔRSTE,TD=10ms ) were shown (B-2). 
In vivo rat experiment 
Figure 4.4 depicts in vivo measurements of cerebral ΔR2* and ΔRSTE,TD=600ms values. The length of 
the TD (600 ms, diffusion length of √2D ∙ TD ≈ 34 μm) was chosen by considering an appropriate 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and capillary diameter of a rat brain, whose mean values are less than 5 
μm [62]. One can observe that ΔR2* is dominantly affected by large vessels (especially large 
penetrating vessels in the NC region) and underestimated by B0 inhomogeneity near the skull (the 





 Figure 4.4 In vivo changes in MR relaxation rates (ΔR2* and ΔRSTE for GRE and STE methods, 
respectively) for a healthy Wistar rat (208 g). ΔRSTE with a long TD shows comparable results to ΔR2* 
without image distortion based on macroscopic field inhomogeneity and large vessel overestimation. 
 
In contrast, ΔRSTE,TD=600ms is barely affected by macroscopic field inhomogeneities based on the SE-
like rephasing of STE acquisition. The in vivo ΔR2 and ΔRSTE,TD=10ms values exhibit similar relaxation 
rates and consistent contrast, as shown in Figure 4.5. One can see that ΔRSTE,TD=10ms is slightly larger 





Figure 4.5. In vivo changes in MR relaxation rates (ΔR2 and ΔRSTE for SE and STE methods, 
respectively) for a healthy Wistar rat (208 g). ΔRSTE with a short TD shows comparable results to ΔR2. 
 
In vivo mVDGRE, VSI, and mVDSTE values are mapped in Figure 4.6. The vivo results are 
comparable to the results of MC simulation. Specifically, one can see that mVDGRE and VSI values are 
underestimated in areas with macroscopic field inhomogeneity based on severe air-tissue interfaces, 
as indicated by the white arrows. In contrast, mVDSTE appears to be robust to the air-tissue interface 
artifacts in rodent brains. The values of mVDGRE are larger than those of mVDSTE in the areas around 





Figure 4.6 In vivo results of GRE- and SE-based MRI mVDGRE (ΔR2*/ΔR2) (A), VSI (B) and mVDSTE 
(ΔRSTE,longTD / ΔR2) (C) for a Wistar rat (208 g). The mVD of the STE method (C) shows comparable 
results to that of the GRE method (A,B) without image distortion caused by macroscopic field 
inhomogeneity and large vessel overestimation (white arrows). 
 
Reference cerebral microvasculature 
A representative mouse microvasculature and the calculated mVDKESM method are visualized in 
Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7A presents the KESM vasculature corresponding to a single 0.5-mm-thick 
volume. As shown in Figures 4.7B and 4.7C, BVf and mVDKESM exhibit a clear difference between 
the NC and WM regions. Both the mVDKESM and BVf values of the NC region with penetrating 
vessels are larger than the those of the WM region. 
 
Figure 4.7 (A) Three-dimensional mouse brain microvascular data from the KESM Brain Atlas. (B) 
BVf of the cortex and WM regions, and corresponding mean vessel diameter map calculated using a 
sphere-fitting method. 
 




Figure 4.8A presents regional (WM: red, OB: blue, and Cortex: green) scatter-plot comparisons 
(mean values) of mVDSTE (Figure 4.8A-1) calibrated mVDSTE (Figure 4.8A-2),  mVDGRE (Figure 
4.8A-3), and VSI (Figure 4.8A-4) values (n = 5) with respect to mVDKESM. The values mVDSTE were 




x). Then, subsequently calibrated mVDSTE was in good agreement (r = 0.69, p < 
0.005) with respect to mVDKESM. The values of mVDGRE and VSI showed reduced linearity (r= 0.57 
and 0.56, p < 0.05) with respect to mVDKESM. Under- and overestimations of vessel sizes in OB and 
cortex regions were respectively observed. To further remove potential vessel size variations among 
each animal, each value was normalized with respect to the corresponding value of WM region of 
same animal as described in the method section. Improved linearity (r = 0.85, p < 0.001) of 
normalized mVDSTE with respect to mVDKESM was observed in comparison with normalized mVDGRE 
(r = 0.65, p < 0.01) and normalized VSI (r = 0.63, p < 0.05). Under- and overestimations of vessel 
sizes in OB and cortex regions were still conspicuous. 
 
Figure 4.8 Comparison between mVD values from KESM and MRI mVDSTE (A-1), calibrated 
mVDSTE (A-2), mVDGRE (A-3), and VSI (A-4). Normalized mVDSTE (B-1), mVDGRE (B-2), and VSI 
(B-3) are also shown to reduce vessel size variations among animals. 
   




values. The regions of interest (ROIs) for MRI and KESM vasculature are highlighted in Figure 4.9A 
and Figure 4.10, respectively. Normalized frequency histograms of mVDKESM, normalized mVDSTE, 
and normalized mVDGRE are compared in Figures 4.9B-1, 4.9B-2, and 4.9B-3, respectively. As 
described in Eq. 3, mVDMRIs values were normalized relative to the median of mVDKESM in the WM 
region. For mVDKESM and normalized mVDSTE, the median of each ROI is similar, and the median of 
the WM region is smaller than those of the NC and OB regions. In contrast, normalized mVDGRE in 
the OB region exhibits an underestimated median value based on macroscopic field inhomogeneity 
caused by air-tissue interfaces. Compared to mVDKESM, the median of normalized mVDGRE in the NC 
region is relatively overestimated based on the presence of large penetrating vessels. The cumulative 
functions show consistent results (Figure 4.9C). For normalized mVDGRE (Figure 4.9C-3), an 
intersection in the cumulative function occurs at a small radius due to the underestimation in the OB 
region. Saturation of the cumulative function of normalized mVDGRE in the NC region is slower than 
that of mVDKESM due to the overestimation in the corresponding region. The cumulative function of 
normalized mVDSTE generally matches that of mVDKESM, while the normalized mVDSTE appears to 
lose some of large vessel information, which is likely caused by the decreasing ΔRSTE,longTD values of 
large vessel radii based on the limited length of the TD, as shown in the corresponding MC 
simulations. The vessel size overestimation in the NC and underestimation in the OB of the 
normalized mVDGRE are conspicuous, but the size estimations based on normalized mVDSTE are 
consistent with respect to mVDKESM in the scatter plot of median values (n = 5), as shown in Figure 






Figure 4.9 Comparison between mVD values from KESM and MRI mVDs (mVDGRE and mVDSTE 
from ΔR2* / ΔR2 and ΔRSTE,longTD / ΔR2, respectively). MRI results from rat brains (n = 5) were 
combined for analysis. (A) Three ROIs from pre-injection SE images. (B) Frequency-normalized 
histograms and (C) cumulative functions of the KESM, normalized mVDSTE, and normalized mVDGRE 
were compared for the three ROIs. By referencing the mVD values from KESM, the scatter plots of 
mVDSTE and mVDGRE were compared for the three ROIs. 
 
Figure 4.10 (B) Mouse vasculatures and (A) corresponding mVD maps from the KESM Brain Atlas. 




As a method for overcoming the limitations of conventional GRE and SE combined acquisitions for 
MR measurement of vessel diameter, the feasibility of the proposed STE diffusion imaging method 
was demonstrated through MC simulations and in vivo rat experiments using a 7 T system, focused on 
accurately quantifying small microvessels. The MC simulations revealed that changes in MR 




regulating the length of the TD. The microvessel-related information of ΔRSTE between long and short 
TDs was comparable to that of the GRE and SE methods, respectively. The ΔRSTE value with a long 
TD tended to decrease at large cylinder radius (radius > 10 μm), which supports the in vivo 
observations that macroscopic field inhomogeneities from large vessels, air-tissue interfaces, and the 
skull are reduced by the STE method. Experimentally, in direct comparisons to the KESM method 
using India-Ink blood vessel staining, both underestimation caused by macroscopic field 
inhomogeneity in the OB region and the influences of penetrating large vessels (or pial cortical veins) 
in the NC region of GRE-based vessel sizes were observed to be significantly reduced in the STE-
based relaxation rate with a long TD. However, it should be noted that this poses a limitation for STE 
acquisition in terms of underestimating larger cerebral vasculature. Correspondingly, the in vivo 
mVDSTE value of ΔRSTE,longTD / ΔR2 was successfully obtained and observed to be robust compared to 
the conventional mVDGRE and VSIGRE values in WM, OB, and cortical regions of rodent brains. These 
results were corroborated by the corresponding gold-standard mVDKESM results. 
It should be noted that absolute vessel size quantification from STE acquisition is still required with 
rigorous analytical approaches. Various Monte-Carlo simulation with varying blood volumes, size, 
and Δχ values in this study provided insights to asymptotic behavior of TD-dependent behavior of 
STE acquisition for vessel size estimation. However, due to potential discrepancies in the simulation 
approach, the analytical formula is used for absolute quantification of the conventional vessel size 
imaging, which also corresponds to STE acquisition. In this study, we specifically aimed to 
demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of STE acquisition for quantifying small vessel in OB and 
cortex areas, where conventional methods are known to suffer. As a result, the experimental mVDSTE 
values was calibrated (or normalized) in the white matter region with respect to the corresponding 
KESM results, without rushing absolute quantification based on only simulation results. In order to 
investigate the feasibility of absolute quantification of vessel size with TD-dependent STE acquisition, 
we must explore rigorous analytical derivation at different encoding regimes of STE acquisition along 
with extensive simulations. This is considered to be beyond the scope of current feasibility study.  
There are potential adjustments for improvements related to the STE method for measuring mean 
vessel size. First, the signal strength of STE acquisition is half that of SE acquisition and T1 relaxation 
during the TD (proportional to e−TD/T1) reduces the SNR as the TD becomes longer. However, to 
obtain purely FID-like contrast from STE acquisition, the diffusion length (34 μm for TD = 600 ms in 
our experiment) during the TD should be sufficiently larger than the length of coherent susceptibility 
field variations due to cerebral vasculature of subject brains. Therefore, tradeoffs between SNR and 
ΔR2* contrast from varying TDs should be considered for potential clinical applications with larger 
vessel sizes (20,21). Figure 4.11 shows TD (300ms, 600ms, 900ms, and 1200ms) dependent behavior 





Figure 4.11 TD dependent simulation results for STE-based vessel size estimations. 
 
Since capillary radius in human cerebral cortex is 3.23±0.85μm [63], the minimum TD value over 
600ms appears to be necessary from simulation results for clinical applications. Second, to cover the 
entire imaging region, the TR for STElongTD should be lengthened based on the TD and multi-slice 
acquisition, which increases the total scan time and sensitivity to motion artifacts because the signal 
encoding duration of the STE method (TE + TD) is longer than that of GRE acquisition (TE). 
Limitations based on the SNR and elongated scan time of STE acquisition can be resolved by using 
multiple array coils and acquisition acceleration techniques, such as compressed sensing and parallel 
acquisition [64]. Third, the possibility of obtaining vessel size distribution information from a single 
image voxel remains to explored with TD varying STE acquisitions. With well-regulated diffusion 
length from TD at fixed TE, the Laplace inversion of STE signal decay as a function of TD can 
potentially provide vessel size distribution from image voxel [53].    
In conclusion, TD-dependent STE-based MR relaxation rates (ΔRSTE,longTD and ΔRSTE,shortTD) provide 
a robust measure for assessing the size of small cerebral microvasculature without co-registering GRE 
and SE acquisitions, especially where macroscopic field inhomogeneity and large vessel 






5. Optimization of sparse phase encodings for variable repetition-




Measuring an absolute in vivo MR T1 relaxation times provides accurate and precise assessments of 
tissue micro-environments, and moreover offers non-invasive physiological surrogates for diagnosis 
of diseases and monitoring therapy effects [65–67]. Although inversion-recovery [68] and saturation-
recovery [69] spin-echo acquisitions have been considered as gold-standards for MR measures of the 
T1 relaxation, the impractically long required scan times often restricts their operation for clinical or 
even for preclinical applications.  
Thus, fast-readout MR pulse sequences are normally employed with reduced acquisition duration for 
the MR T1 measurement, which usually involve multiple-excitations with single-inversion Look–
Locker [70–72] and multiple-flip-angles with steady-state techniques [73–75]. However, fast MR 
acquisitions with these techniques are generally vulnerable to artificial image distortions and 
inaccurately estimating T1 values which mostly occurred from B0 inhomogeneities and flip-angle 
dependency of repeated excitation pulses. And these shortcomings are routinely emphasized for the 
applications of high field (> 7 T) clinical and preclinical research due to both increasing B0 
inhomogeneities and corresponding radio frequency (RF) together with RF power deposition in the 
body of examine patients [76]. 
To overcome these limitations typically occurred from the gradient-echo based methods, a spin-echo 
acquisition with multiple-refocusing-pulses, that is a turbo-spin-echo (TSE) [77], is commonly 
utilized for the assessments of the MR T1 relaxation by using varying pules repetition-times (TRs) 
together with well-defined signal models. Moreover, the spin-echo method is especially beneficial for 
the high-field preclinical MRIs, where the RF-deposition is uncritical and B0 inhomogeneities are 
severely influence both the imaging and mapping qualities of the MR T1 relaxation time. However, 
applying TSE-based methods for the preclinical MRI research is sometimes hindered from (1) 
decreasing signal intensity and broadening point-spread-function distortion due to T2 relaxations 
during echo-trains of TSE methods which especially emphasized for the conditions of short T2. (2) 
Inter-slice interferences (such as inter-slice cross-talks and magnetization transfer effects) from multi-
slice excitations accompany with (3) lengthened scan-times due to multiple-TRs are also responsible 
for the limiting the usage of TSE methods even for preclinical researches, where small sizes of organs 




are also limited on account of the inadequately small field-of-view (FOV) as well as expensive 
multiple-array-coils.  
Recent advances in MR acquisition techniques assisted from sparse sampling strategies provide 
dramatically reduced total acquisition time of multi-dimensional MRI [64,79,80]. Several researches 
have been conducted to demonstrate the feasibilities for various MR parameters with these techniques 
[81–85]. Thus, a multi-slice T1 mapping with variable TR TSE acquisitions together with the sparse 
sampling strategies may provide a reasonable solution for preclinical researches.  
In this study, we systematically explored the advantages of applying a compressed-sensing (CS) 
technique to multiple-TR TSE methods for the preclinical measurements of the MR T1 relaxation time. 
The effects of sparse sampling of MR phase-encodings and CS reconstruction were optimized for Gd-





T1 fitting procedures 
By adopting a centric echo-order phase-encoding schemes for the TSE acquisition, the signal 
behavior of a TSE method [86] can be generalized at certain TF with minimized T2 relaxations: 
 















where S0 is the proton spin density, and TE is the echo-time (echo-spacing in this case) between the 
initial 90 º excitation pulse and the first echo. The summation term describes the repeating 180 º 
refocusing pulses which continuously reverse the longitudinal magnetization, Mz, resulting in reduced 
recovery time of the longitudinal magnetization, which effectively reduce the TR proportional to the 
echo-spacing and echo-train-length of the TSE acquisition [87].  
The gold-standard T1 relaxation times is fitted from inversion-recovery spin-echo (IRSE) 
acquisitions as follows [86]. 
 
















where TI is the inversion time. The T1 fittings were conducted using the MATLAB curve-fitting 
toolbox. 
 
Sampling scheme optimization 
Eight Gaussian-weighted randomly scattered sampling schemes for TSE acquisitions were generated 
along with incoherence to the TR direction at various fixed number of phase encodings in the low-
frequency region of the k-space. To be more specific, the maximum priority of the sampled regions of 
the k-space was guaranteed to the fixed center k-space regions during the generation procedure of the 
sampling scheme, which is described in the previous study [88]. Each portion of the fixed center 
regions was set to 59, 49, 39, 31, 25, 19, 11, and 5. The single Gaussian-weight (σ2 = 0.125) was used 
for the remaining part of the sampling scheme.  
Because actual undersampled k-space data for a CS-TSE method are unable to be retrospectively 
acquired by subsampling a TSE data, the simulated k-space signals for the eight sampling schemes 
were utilized for the optimization of sampling schemes using the following equation: 










𝑦=1 ,         [5.3] 
where fT1(x, y) is a function for the T1 relaxation of the MR signal described with Eq. 5.1, and fT2(x, y) 
= e−TF × TE / T2(x, y) is used for the T2 relaxation during the echo-trains.  
The T1 relaxation time and proton density for the sampling scheme optimization were acquired from 
multiple-TI IRSE data with the same acquisition parameters for the ex vivo rat-kidney experiment. 
The corresponding T2 relaxation value was obtained from a multi-slice multi-echo spin-echo data with 
following MR parameters: TR of 7500 ms, echo-spacing of 8 ms, and number of echo-images of 32. 
By using these MR parameter values, the simulations for the various-TR CS-TSE acquisitions were 
performed to optimize the MR parameters for ex vivo and in vivo experiments.  
The optimizations for each sampling scheme are conducted with the simulated CS-TSE images from 
CS reconstruction of the simulated k-spaces. Accordingly, the T1 maps for the simulated CS-TSE 
images were generated, and the optimal sampling scheme was determined by choosing the maximum 
concordance correlation coefficients (CCC) [89] with respect to the standard input T1 map from the 
IRSE experiment. In addition, the number of necessary TRs to maintain a reasonable T1 map quality 
was examined with various number of TRs for all sampling schemes. 
The image reconstruction strategy for the TR-varying CS-TSE data is described as following 
constrained optimization problem: 
 
minimize⁡‖Ψs‖1                                 [5.4] 





where s represents the sequence of images in the TR direction, and ψ is a linear operator to transform 
s into sparse domains of 2D wavelet and 1D Fourier domains in the x–y and TR directions, 
respectively. F is the Fourier operator of the optimal undersampling scheme and k is an obtained CS-
TSE data. ε controls the fidelity of the CS image reconstruction, which is normally set below the noise 
level in the acquired k-space [64,90]. All the image reconstructions were conducted with MATLAB 
R2015a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) environment. Additional external toolkits were also 
employed: spgl1 v.1.8 [91] and Wavelab v.8.02 [92] for the l1-norm minimization and for the wavelet 
transform, respectively. The data processing for this study was executed on a personal computer with 
an Intel Core i7-5960X 3.00 GHz central processing unit and 64 GB of memory running on Windows 
7 operating system. 
 
The effect of T2 relaxation time on CS-TSE T1 mapping 
In order to investigate the effects of MR T2 relaxation on a conventional TSE and proposed CS-
TSE methods for the T1 measurements, the additional simulations were performed with variously 
scaled input T2 maps (original T2 map × 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, and 4). The image reconstruction for the 
CS-TSE was performed and followed by the T1 mapping as described above. Accordingly, the CCC 
values for both TSE and CS-TSE methods were evaluated and compared with respect to the T2 values 
to examine the advantages of substituting the echo-trains of conventional TSE acquisition with sparse 
samplings to reduce the effect occurred from MR T2 relaxation. 
 
Gd-DOTA phantom experiment 
All experiments were conducted on a Bruker’s 7 T MRI system. A 40 mm transceiver volume coil 
was used for the phantom experiment. To examine the T1 measuring accuracy together with the T1 
fitting model for the CS-TSE method, absolute T1 relaxation times obtained from CS-TSE acquisition 
were compared with conventional TSE acquisition in respect of reference T1 values from IRSE 
method for six Gd-DOTA-doped saline solutions (0.15, 0.31, 0.62, 1.25, 2.50, and 5.00 mM). The T1 
values of the Gd-DOTA phantoms ranged from 35 ms to 800 ms. The MR acquisition parameters for 
IRSE method is following: ten TIs (ranging from 25 ms to 7500 ms), TR of 7600 ms, TE of 8 ms, 
acquisition matrix of 256 × 256, FOV of 32 × 32 mm2, and slice thickness of 1 mm. The TSE and CS-
TSE experiments were performed with sixteen logarithmically increasing TRs (the ranges of TRs 
starting from 38, 70, 135, and 265 ms to 7500 ms for TFs = 4, 8, 16, and 32, respectively), a TE (echo 
spacing) of 8.2 ms, centric phase encoding order, and fourfold undersamplings (obtain 25% of the k-
space) for the CS-TSE acquisitions. Mean T1 relaxation times for each phantom was determined by 
averaging the T1 values in the region-of-interest (ROI) and directly compared in respect of mean T1 





Ex vivo experiments 
A 23 mm transceiver volume coil was utilized for the ex vivo rat kidney experiment. The 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Ulsan National Institute of Science and 
Technology approved the animal experiments performed in this study. A kidney from a Sprague–
Dawley rat was harvested by clearing the blood in the vessels by a heart perfusion procedure, and 
immediately fixed in a formalin solution. Twenty-four hours later, the kidney was transferred into a 5 
mL syringe with the formalin solution and fastened to prevent a mechanical motion during the MRI 
scan.  
First, the accuracy of the T1 maps for the conventional TSE and CS-TSE were examined by 
measuring single- and multi-slice T1 maps with the ex vivo rat kidney phantom. Accordingly, to 
compare the measured T1 values of the TSE and the CS-TSE methods, standard T1 maps were 
evaluated by performing single-slice IRSE acquisitions for the corresponding slices. The identical MR 
acquisition parameters were employed for the ex vivo experiment with minor modifications as 
following: FOV of 16 × 16 mm2, minimum TI of 100 ms for the IRSE, minimum TR of 180 ms, TFs 
of 2 and 8 for the TSEs (TSE2 and TSE8, respectively), and TF of 2 for the fourfold undersampled 
CS-TSE (CS4-TSE2). Five slices (n = 5) was used, which was enough to cover most of the 
morphological features of the ex vivo rat kidney.  
The calculated CCC values with respect to the IRSE T1 maps were used to compare the T1 mapping 
qualities for the TSE and the CS-TSE acquisitions. The CCC values of the TSE and the CS-TSE for 
the same scan time or the same acceleration factor (TF × CS undersampling factor) were compared 
for the further analysis. Next, the increase in slice coverage of CS-TSE method compared with TSE, 
which relatively reduce the total scan time for the multi-slice T1 measurement, eight-slices T1 
mappings were conducted with TSE2 and CS4-TSE2 acquisitions with the same number of total RF 
excitations per TR. Then, the CCC values for the result T1 maps were accordingly calculated and 
compared. The scan time of the eight-slice CS4-TSE2 was 1/4 of that of corresponding eight-slice 
TSE2. 
 
In vivo experiment 
A 72 mm transmit volume coil and a mouse receive-only brain surface coil were utilized for the in 
vivo mouse abdomen T1 measurements with BL6 mice. In a similar manner used for the ex vivo 
experiment, the multi-slice (two- and eight-slices) T1 maps for TSE and CS-TSE with the same total 
scan time (total acceleration factor of 8 was used) were compared with reference to the TSE 
acquisition with TF of 2. The FOV for the in vivo mice abdomen experiment was 32 × 32 mm2 
(enough to cover the entire body). Other acquisition parameters were same as used for the ex vivo rat 




segmented. The ROI-based mean T1 relaxation times for each region were calculated and compared 




Sparse sampling optimization 
Figure 5.1 compares the multi-slice sampling schemes for the conventional TSE and proposed CS-
TSE acquisitions together with accompanying advantages. The red lines in the black squares illustrate 
the sampled k-space regions for the corresponding pulse sequences. Both TSE and CS-TSE 
acquisitions employed a centric phase encoding order to reduce the T2 relaxations of the signal by 
assigning the first echoes on the center of the k-spaces. Consequently, the low-frequency of the k-
spaces for TSE8 and CS4-TSE2 acquisitions were assigned with the almost identical number of the 
first echoes (Figure 5.1A). On the other hand, for the high-frequency regions of the k-spaces for CS4-
TSE2 had a shorter echo-trains together with relieved T2 relaxations than those for TSE8. Thus, the 
reduced T2 relaxation effects of the CS4-TSE2 acquisition minimized the inter-slice interferences of 
multi-slice acquisition and made room for additional slice encodings while holding a reduced scan 
time by a factor of four than conventional TSE2 as shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
 




relaxation effects for a high signal-to-noise ratio and accurate T1 fitting, both TSE and CS-TSE 
acquisitions utilized a centric-phase encoding scheme. The reduced echo-trains of CS-TSE acquisition 
minimized the repeated refocusing pulses at a fixed scan time compared with TSE acquisition (A). 
Reduced number of phase encodings for the CS-TSE method results in the scan time reduction for 
multi-slice T1 mapping at fixed number of RF pulses per TR (B). 
 
The sampling scheme optimization for the CS-TSE acquisition is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Briefly, 
the undersampled k-spaces for the CS-TSE acquisitions were generated from the proton density, T1, 
and T2 values of the ex vivo rat kidney experiments based on the sampling schemes with various 
portions of low-frequency signals (as shown in Figure 5.2A and 5.2B). The image reconstruction for 
the CS-TSE acquisitions were performed with additional pre-process to increase the transform 
sparsity in the TR direction. The rearrangement of the TR order for the CS-TSE to the bell-shape 




Figure 5.2 Sampling scheme optimization for variable-TR T1 mapping with TSE sequence. Two-
dimensional undersampling schemes for ky and TR directions were optimized regarding a number of 
fixed phase encodings for the center region of the CS-TSE k-space (B). With reference to the 
experimentally acquired MR parameter maps (A), the optimal undersampling scheme for the multi-




The required number of TRs for the CS-TSE acquisition was optimized by evaluating the CCC values 
with respect to the reference input T1 maps from IRSE acquisition (D). 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Enhancing the transform sparsity by rearranging TR order. Due to periodicity property of 
Fourier transform, TR images were rearranged to bell-shape order (A) in the sparsifying transform 
step of image reconstruction in order to reduce high frequency components of the first and the last TR 
images (B). 
 
 With the reconstructed CS-TSE images, the T1 maps of each undersampling schemes were 
estimated. The CCC values of the corresponding T1 maps were calculated with respect to the gold 
standard IRSE T1 map. Each CCC value for the sampling schemes was normalized for the range from 
0 to 1, and optimal undersampling schemes for the CS-TSE T1 mapping was fixed (blue dotted box in 
Figure 5.2C), which sufficiently included the low-frequency regions of the k-space. Figure 5.2D 
summarized the optimization results of the necessary number of TRs for CS-TSE T1 mapping. The 
CCC value of the CS-TSE T1 map enhanced as increasing the number of TRs together with a 
saturating behavior with the number greater than approximately fifteen for the logarithmic time 
spacing. Thus, sixteen TRs were decided to be the optimal number of TRs for further simulations and 
experiments.  
 
T1 map reconstruction simulation at multiple T2 values and acceleration factors 
The effects of the intrinsic T2 values of the measured sample on the T1 mapping for conventional 
TSE and proposed CS-TSE acquisitions were explored by performing the similar simulation, and the 
results of the simulation was shown in Figure 5.4. The representative undersampling schemes for the 
simulations were shown in Figure 5.4A. The total acceleration factors for the TSE and the CS-TSE 
methods was set to 8 and 16 with almost identical echo distributions of the first echoes in the low-
frequency k-space region due to the fixed center region strategy of the optimal schemes. The CCC 




the image blurring of CS reconstruction, while the degradation of the CCC values for the TSE was 
mainly caused by the T2 relaxation of the later echoes. The CCC values for both the TSE and the CS-
TSE shows the highest values at the long T2 values. However, for the short T2, the quality of T1 map 
for the CS-TSE is superior to that of the TSE at the same total acceleration factor (Figure 5.4B).  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Increasing correlations with reduced T2 decay effects of CS-TSE. The representative 
undersampling schemes for the TSE and the CS-TSE acquisitions at the same total acceleration 
factors are illustrated (A). The evaluated CCC values for both the TSE and the CS-TSE acquisitions 
are plotted according to the input T2 values (B). 
 
Phantom experiment 
The ROI-based mean T1 values for the Gd-DOTA phantom experiments are described in Table 5.1. 
The measure T1 values for the TSE and the CS-TSE at all Gd-DOTA concentrations were compared 
with reference to those values from the gold standard IRSE acquisition. The turbo factors were 
examined from 4 to 32, and the CS acceleration factor for the CS-TSE was fixed at 4. The maximum 
values of the percentage T1 differences for the TSE and CS-TSE acquisitions were 3.7% and −3.4%, 
respectively. Neither the sparse sampling nor the CS reconstruction of the CS-TSE produced 
discernible T1 errors in the Gd-DOTA phantom experiments. 
 
Table 5.1 The T1 measuring accuracy of the TSE and the CS-TSE methods with respect to IRSE. 
Percentage T1 differences were evaluated at the multiple concentrations of Gd-DOTA doped solutions. 
The T1 relaxation times from both the TSE and the CS-TSE shows consistent measurement accuracy 






Ex vivo kidney experiment 
The results of the ex vivo rat kidney experiment were summarized in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2. The 
reference T1 map for the ex vivo experiments are shown at the upper left side in Figure 5.5A. The 
results for the single-slice T1 measurements shows that the T2 relaxation effects of the TSE on the 
accuracy of the measured T1 in the absence of inter-slice interferences. Only the T1 mapping accuracy 
for the TSE8 was significantly degraded due to the long echo-train from TF of 8, while the TSE2 and 
CS4-TSE2 showed consistent T1 values with respect to the reference T1 from IRSE. At the same time, 
the total scan time for the CS4-TSE2 was 1/4 of that of the conventional TSE2 without losing the 
accuracy.  
For the results of the multi-slice T1 measurements, the T1 values of TSE8 were significantly 
overestimated in comparison with that from TSE2 and CS4-TSE2 acquisitions. The T1 overestimation 
of TSE8 is largely contributed by the inter-slice interferences of long echo-train-length. Accordingly, 
the accuracy of the T1 measurement of the CS4-TSE2 is compatible with the corresponding TSE2 
with the reduced total scan time of four, while the specificity of the measured T1 maps are degraded 
due to the image blurring from the CS image reconstruction. The results of the eight-slices T1 
measurements clearly depicted the scan time reduction of the CS-TSE acquisitions with extended slice 
coverage. The overall accuracy of the eight-slices T1 maps from CS4-TSE2 were consistent with the 
that from TSE2, while the overestimation of measured T1 from both the TSE2 and the CS4-TSE2 







Figure 5.5 The T1 mapping accuracy for TSE and CS-TSE with respect to IRSE for ex vivo rat kidney 
experiments (n = 5). Measured T1 maps for the single- and multi-slice acquisitions were shown in the 
first row, and corresponding scatter plots and the CCC values were presented, respectively. single-
slice CS4-TSE2, TSE2, and TSE8 acquisitions (A); two-slice CS4-TSE2, TSE2, and TSE8 
acquisitions (B); and eight-slice CS4-TSE2 and TSE2 acquisitions (C). 
 
Table 5.2 The evaluated T1 mapping quality and corresponding significant matrix for the ex vivo rat 
kidney experiments. The p values were calculated by employing two-sided paired-two-sample t-test. * 
p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 
 
 
In vivo experiment 
The in vivo results of the multi-slice T1 mappings for the mice abdomen was summarized in Figure 
5.6 and Table 5.3. For the back muscle and cortex and pelvis regions of the in vivo mice kidney, the T1 
maps, corresponding ROI-based mean T1 values, and the results of the statistical tests are illustrated in 




the CS4-TSE2 acquisitions showed comparable results with those from the TSE2 acquisition. 
Accordingly, the mean T1 values of TSE8 were significantly overestimated with respect to both the 
TSE2 (for the back-muscle and pelvis regions) and CS4-TSE2 (for the back-muscle, cortex, and 
pelvis regions), while only two-slices T1 mapping was conducted. The image blurring of the T1 map 
from the CS4-TSE2 acquisition was noticeable due to the CS image reconstruction. 
For the results of eight-slice T1 mapping, both TSE2 and CS4-TSE2 showed consistent measured T1 
values for all regions as listed in Table 5.3, whereas the total scan time of the CS4-TSE2 was 1/4 of 
that of the TSE2 acquisition. Several overestimations of the T1 relaxation times for all three regions 
were found for both acquisitions because of multiple RF excitation pulses.  
 
 
Figure 5.6 In vivo results of the two-slice T1 mappings for mice abdomen. The representative T1 maps 
and ROI-based mean T1 values of back-muscle, kidney cortex, and kidney pelvis regions. 
 
Table 5.3 Statistical analysis of ROI-based mean T1 values for the multi-slice in vivo mice abdomen 
experiments. Mean T1 values of mice back-muscle, cortex, and pelvis regions for the TSE and CS-










Adopting CS technique to the TSE acquisitions has been investigated for fast T2 mapping [93], 
diffusion spectrum imaging [94], diffusion tensor imaging [95], cardiac MRI [96], and dynamic 
contrast-enhanced MRI [90]. In this study, we employed the CS technique to reduce the echo-train-
length of the TSE methods especially for the multiple-TR T1 measurement for preclinical scanner.  
In the ex vivo results for the single-slice experiments, introducing a CS undersampling to the TSE 
pulse sequence (CS-TSE) enhanced the accuracy of the T1 mapping in comparison to the conventional 
TSE method at the same total scan time. This can be explained through minimized T2 relaxations of 
the CS-TSE against the TSE acquisition at the same total acceleration factors. The echo-trains of the 
conventional TSE acquisition heavily affected by the T2 relaxations particularly in the high-frequency 
regions of the k-space. Thus, as long as the image degradation due to CS reconstruction is more 
tolerable than that from T2 decaying, the CS-TSE is expected to provide better quality for the T1 map 
than the TSE, which is in accordance with the simulation results for the multiple T2 values. Therefore, 
investigating the advantages of the CS-TSE acquisition might be crucial for the application of 
dynamic T1 quantification together with the injection of an exogenous MR contrast agent with the 
serious T2 shortening, which might cause T1 mapping errors.  
It should be emphasized that, for the multi-slice T1 mapping results of both ex vivo and in vivo 
experiments, the total number of RF excitations in a single TR period was depending on the number 




factors. Therefore, for the two-slice T1 measurements, the T1 maps evaluated from the CS4-TSE2 
provided a robust T1 accuracy in respect of the standard T1 values, whereas those from the TSE8 
involved unacceptable T1 overestimations. These T1 errors largely caused by the inter-slice 
interferences due to the repeated excitation pulses which lock the recovery of the longitudinal 
magnetization in adjacent slices [87]. Thus, the blocked recovery of the longitudinal magnetization 
results in the overestimation of measured T1 relaxation time in the multi-slice T1 mapping with 
increasing TF. To solve these limitations of the TSE acquisition, employing the slice-gaps for the 
multi-slice acquisitions significantly successful to minimize the inter-slice interference induced the T1 
errors as shown in Figure 5.7. However, the T1 overestimation caused by MT effect still incompletely 




Figure 5.7 The effects of inter-slice interferences (crosstalk and MT) on the multi-slice T1 mapping 
with TSE-based acquisitions. Multi-slice T1 maps for the ex vivo rat kidney sample were obtained 
from gold standard IRSE, CS4-TSE2, TSE2, and TSE8 acquisitions with varying the slice-gaps (0, 
100, 200, and 400%) (A). Corresponding T1 differences were calculated in reference to the T1 map 
from IRSE acquisition (B). The T1 overestimations of both the TSE and CS-TSE reduced as 
increasing the slice-gaps, while the uncompensated T1 overestimation still existed because of the MT 
effect. 
 
For preclinical experiments, the advantages of employing spin-echo acquisition were significant over 
the reduction in the total scan time. Figure 5.8 illustrates the comparison results of the CS-TSE T1 
mapping with other gradient-echo based acquisitions, such as variable-flip-angle gradient-echo and 




experiments. Briefly, spin-echo acquisition based both TSE and CS-TSE T1 mapping methods shows 
better T1 map qualities than the gradient-echo based T1 mapping methods at 7 T.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 Comparison of different acquisitions for single-slice in vivo mouse abdomen T1 mapping. 
The T1 and proton density maps (A and B) derived from turbo spin-echo based acquisitions (TSE2, 
TSE8, and CS4-TSE2) provide stable map and fitting qualities (C) for the entire abdominal region. 
However, the gradient echo based variable flip angle and Look-Locker version of inversion recovery 
TrueFISP acquisitions suffer from T1 accuracy and fitting quality issues in the region influenced by B0 
inhomogeneity at a 7 T preclinical system. 
 
The limitations of the measurement of the MR T1 relaxation time with the CS-TSE acquisition are 
discussed as follows. First, although the unwanted image blurring due to the T2 relaxations in the 
high-frequency regions of the k-space is compensated by employing the sparse sampling with reduced 
an echo-train-length, image smoothing due to CS reconstruction were still observed for the resulting 
in vivo T1 map from the CS-TSE method. Second, for the preclinical multi-slice T1 measurements, the 




method (< 15-minute in this study), multiple-TRs of the TSE-based methods still hinder its clinical 
applications (typical requiring scan time under 5-minute for each acquisition). However, there is a 
margin to overcome these limitations for the clinical applications by utilizing improved image 
reconstruction algorithms combining with the parallel imaging technique, where a clinical MRI is 
usually obtained with larger FOV and acquisition matrix size, which enhance the acceleration 
efficiency of the sparse sampling techniques. Therefore, improved CS-TSE T1 mapping in a clinical 
system may further minimize the unwanted image blurring at an acceptable total scan time, which 
could be beneficial to the anatomical region with inevitable several B0 inhomogeneities and low SNR 
due to short T2 relaxations.  
In conclusion, the advantages of the multi-slice CS-TSE T1 mapping over the conventional TSE and 
gradient-echo based fast acquisition were explored. By the aid of minimized echo-train-length of the 
CS-TSE, a robust multi-slice T1 mapping for the acceptable scan times under 15-minuit was achieved 
with minimized in inter-slice interferences, influence from the B0 inhomogeneity, and T2 relaxation 
induced image blurring for multi-slice coverage, which are all critical for the in absolute T1 
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